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Training Day Contents
A brief introduction to live sound in church - overview of our role

Understanding the basics of sound


- tea/coffee - 
Microphones, ‘how to’ and feedback


- break for lunch - 
D.I. boxes, signal types, hums and buzzes


- tea/coffee - 
Mixing console overview, EQ and ‘an approach to mixing’

Q&A - incorporating “running a Sunday morning soundcheck”
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A brief introduction to live sound

What does P.A. stand for? 
Do I really need one?  

For example - does a small group need one?



The core elements of a P.A. system

You



What is a church sound engineer’s job 
description?

Practical: To take ‘raw’ audio sources from various places, adjust and 
mix them together and send to the audience(s). 

Relational: Not a ‘sit-behind-a-desk’ operator. The sound engineer needs 
to get out amongst the audience and onto the stage. 

Spiritual: A servant.



Who are we serving?



What do they need?



any other technical job anywhere in the church :)



Phon Scale - Hearing Sensitivity



Test tones (using a signal generator)

Full range of human hearing; 20Hz to 20kHz 

This can be affected/compromised by various factors (age is only one of 
these!) Some people are just lucky... 

How high does your hearing go?



iPhone/Android App 

There is a great little App called Quiztones. 

It’s quite good to practice training your ear(s) when you’re bored!



The 8 vocal sounds and their frequencies

Vocal 
Sound too low hmm werr orr eee shh sss too high

Frequency

Hz 50 100 300 750 1,500 3,500 6,000 10,000
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Break time!



Let’s look at: 

Microphones

Different types of microphone 
How microphones work 
Feedback and how to deal with it



Microphone Types

Dynamic 
Condenser/Capacitor 
Ribbon 
Piezo Transducer / Pickups



Dynamic Microphones
The incoming sound waves move a diaphragm, which is 
attached to a coil of wire, around a magnet.  The movement 
of the coil through the magnetic field creates an electrical 
signal in the coil. 

Generates a small amount of output level 

Simple and robust 

Passive - doesn’t require any power  

Limited transient and frequency response



Condenser/Capacitor Microphones
Measures capacitive charge between two plates. 

Very small output level, so typically house an internal pre-
amplifier, resulting in a moderate output level. 

Fragile and sensitive 

Requires power 

Excellent transient and frequency response



Ribbon

Natural sound 

Very fragile 

Quite expensive 

Awkward to use for a live event



Designed to capture sound through vibration or a 
magnetic field - not movement of air 

Piezo - Vulnerable to shock/impact noise 

Pickups - Vulnerable to hearing aid loops or sources of 
electromagnetic radiation

Piezo Transducer / Pickups



Microphone Directionality

Omni-directional 
Cardioid 
Hyper Cardioid 
Figure of Eight 
Line + Gradient



Cardioid polar pattern in 3D
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Supercardioid polar pattern in 3D
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Instrument and Vocal Microphones

Vocal Microphones: 
Built in pop shield 
Reduced handling noise 
Tailored frequency response, optimised for the human voice 

Instrument Microphones: 
Generally flat frequency response (or a specific response for a certain 
instrument, e.g. Sennheiser e901 for the kick drum) 
Tailored maximum sound pressure level. Some can handle loud sources, 
where others are very sensitive to quiet ones.



What is Feedback?



What is Feedback?

Feedback is caused by a signal travelling in a loop through an amplifying 
system. 

Typically this would be in a speaker-microphone loop.   For example: the 
sound travels out of a speaker into a microphone, back through the PA 
and then back out of the same speaker again (this time louder!), back 
into the mic, and so on, round and round.   

Each time the sound travels around the loop it gets louder, and louder 
and can be heard as a loud ‘squeal’, ‘ring’ or ‘rumble’ through the 
speakers.



What is Feedback?

In a typical acoustic-feedback-loop one frequency has less attenuation 
than the others., so the feedback is at a specific tone rather than across 
the whole frequency range. 

It could also be through a recording system on a computer, an FX unit, or 
a hearing aid loop into a guitar amplifier! 

Eventually the sound will get so loud that one of the devices in the loop 
will start to clip and overload.  This will act a bit like a limiter and stop the 
sound getting any louder.



Removing Feedback
To remove a feedback loop you have to increase the attenuation in the loop until it is 
greater than the gain of the system, or reduce the gain of the system. 

Ways of introducing attenuation into a feedback loop: 
PHYSICAL 

Point the microphone away from the speaker (or vice-versa). 
Use a different microphone (with a more appropriate polar pattern) 
Change the acoustics of the space and add time delay. 
Move the microphone away from the speaker 

ELECTRONIC 
Turn down the volume of the microphone. 
Listen to the feedback ‘tone’ and adjust the microphone channel EQ (or a graphic or a narrow band 
parametric) to turn down those specific frequencies. (typically, limit yourself to attenuating three 
frequencies!) 
Pan the sound to a speaker which is further away from the microphone. 
Remove any ‘auto’ gain controls, such as a compressor. 
Add in ‘auto’ attenuation controls, such as a gate. 



Lunch!



Signal types, hums and buzzes



What does DI box stand for?



Active or Passive DI?

Active Passive

Require power (phantom is best) No power needed

Wide bandwidth Limited bandwidth

Clip when overloaded Saturate when overloaded

No loss of signal strength Small loss of signal strength

Kinder to the source More demanding of the source



DI Boxes can do four things... 

...what are they?



Adjust the input sound level... 
...Why?



Pad / Attenuation Switch

Distortion / Clipping 

or 

Hiss and Noise



Convert an unbalanced signal to a 
balanced signal... 

…Why? What signal types are there?



Balanced and Unbalanced
An unbalanced signal is susceptible to interference, hum and 
buzz, especially over longer distances.  It uses only one line 
to carry the signal.  The audio signal is derived from the 
difference between the (+) line and the ground. 

A balanced line utilises an additional inverted ‘noise 
canceling’ signal.  This is run alongside the main signal,  
making the “balanced line” pair (+/-). 

At the mic preamp, the audio signal is derived from the 
difference between the two balanced lines (+/-), which 
‘cancels out’ unwanted noise picked up along the way. 

The ability of the mic preamp to do this is called the 
Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR).

2

3

1



Signal Transmission

Type Cable Note XLR Jack

Balanced
Ground 1 1
Hot + 2 2
Cold - 3 3

Unbalanced
Ground 1 1

Hot + 2 2

Stereo
Ground 1
Left + 2
Right + 3

Insert
Ground 1
Send + 2
Return + 3



Balanced / Stereo Demonstration



Signal Types on an XLR Connector...
Microphone Level (balanced and unbalanced) 

Line Level (insert, mono and stereo) 

AES/EBU Digital 

Speaker Signal  

DMX 

Remote Controls (i.e. smoke machine) 

Comms Belt-packs 

RIAA EQ - record deck 

Chinese electric bicycle mains charger!
Mains Charger -> XLR



It splits the input signal... 

...Why?



Split the signal
Bass Guitar and Bass Amp

D.I. Box

Bass 
Amp Mixing Console



What is the earth / lift switch for? 



Ground and Earth ‘Lift’

NEVER remove the earth pin/wire from a mains power cable 

Try to have only one source of ‘ground’ to each device 

Avoid loops wherever possible 

Stereo devices often need one lift / one ground 

Remember the example of a mains/battery powered stereo keyboard, 
plugged into a stage box 

Use extension leads to create a ‘star’ style power distribution network



Direct Injection (DI) Boxes Summary

2 Types: 
Active 
Passive 

4 Main Uses: 
Used to convert from one signal type to another 
Can be used to ‘break’ earth loops (a cause of hum & buzz) 
Split the signal.  i.e. Bass guitar split to: FoH Desk and Bass Amp 
Attenuates the signal, to avoid clipping and distortion



DI Boxes - Things to be careful of:

Active DIs can be ‘clipped’ 

Don’t use batteries in an active DI box, they run out when you least expect it. 

Cheap Passive DIs have a limited frequency response 

Cheap Active DIs are noisy and clip easily 

Accidentally switched PAD attenuators can cause extra noise.



Gain Structure - let’s think about this as it 
relates to the desk, not just a DI box

Getting the gain structure right is important for best operation 
of the mixing desk. If you get it right… 

* the position of the faders is a visual representation of the mix 
* ditto the aux sends - you have some idea of what’s coming 
out of the monitor speakers 
* the desk sounds better



Break time!



Sound and a simple insight into how it works

Recap: frequency and Hz 

Typical Frequencies For Instruments 

8 Sections and 8 Vocal Sounds 

Developing a ‘Head Sound’ 

How to use EQ to make your life easier 

How to use EQ to make sounds work together



Phon Scale - Hearing Sensitivity



Divide the frequency spectrum into sections

Choose a section for each part of the band



The 8 vocal sounds and their frequencies

Vocal 
Sound too low hmm werr orr eee shh sss too high

Frequency

Hz 50 100 300 750 1,500 3,500 6,000 10,000
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Typical Frequencies of Instruments

25 50 100 250 500 1000 2500 5000 10K 20K

Kick Drum
Snare Drum
Cymbals
Bass
Acoustic Guitar
Electric Guitar
Keyboards
Vocals

Frequency in Hz
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Developing a “Head Sound”

Before you can make something sound better  
you need to know what you want it to sound like! 

Practice listening to your favourite music to learn a target 
sound for each instrument



Developing a “Head Sound”

KICK AND SNARE: example 1 

Steely Dan - “Gaucho” 

Practice listening to your favourite music to learn a target sound for each instrument



Developing a “Head Sound”

KICK AND SNARE: example 2 

Devin Townsend - “Kingdom” 

Practice listening to your favourite music to learn a target sound for each instrument



Developing a “Head Sound”

KICK AND SNARE: example 3 

TBMA - “Jump Around (remix)” 

Practice listening to your favourite music to learn a target sound for each instrument



EQ Controls

Cut/boost

Frequency - where the cut or boost happens

Q/bandwidth - the width of the cut/boost



Simple EQ (one control per band) - cut/boost



Two controls per band; 

* Cut/boost 

* Frequency



Three controls per band; 

* Cut/boost 
* Q/bandwidth 
* Frequency



Mix Examples 

Kick / Snare

Bass / Electric Guitar

Vox / Band



Develop your own ‘Head Sound’ 
Know what you want it to sound like 

Make a Hole, not a Boost! 
Make space for each bit of the band using the EQ 

Divide the frequency spectrum into 8 sections  
Pick a favourite instrument/vocal for each section 

Learn the 8 vocal sounds and their frequencies 
To low, hmm, werr, orr, eee, shh, sss, to high! 

Don’t believe your writing on the channel strip! 
Use EQ to remove unwanted noises from channels

Good ideas to help you mix
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Hints when sound checking
Ask the musicians to play.  -  Don’t forget your ‘please’ and ‘thank you’s! 

Balance stage noise/spill for the front row 

Optimise Gain at FoH 

Identify any problems on each channel 

Adjust EQ to optimise sound 

Visit stage and discuss monitors and optimise until the band are happy 

Back to FoH, bring in lead channel (often lead vocal), and set overall volume level. 

Gradually introduce instruments (drums, bass, guitars, keys, backing vocals etc.).  Creating holes and space in each one to allow the 
others to fit. 

Keep going until happy!  Don’t forget to revisit the stage to check how the band are doing. 

Also remember to walk around the room and listen amongst the congregation so you know what it’ll be like for them.   

Remember that people absorb sound well, so a room will typically get about 3dB quieter when it’s full.  Will your headset/tie mics 
have enough level to be heard with this extra absorption? 

If you have a problem, try and sort it out at the source (move mics, earth lift DI etc.) before you ‘fix’ it at the desk.
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